
J-Walking (“jaywalking”) means… going against the flow… choosing 
unconventional paths… crossing social boundaries… entering into “unlikely” 
relationships… and gaining insightful perspectives through encounters, 
reflection and dialogue.

This three to six-month experiment in Gospel living forms small communities of 
older teens and adults who dialogue and reflect on the implications of Catholic 
social teaching.

Imagine walking in the footsteps of Jesus today. Where would 
we go, who would we know and how would we grow? 

J-Walking leads young people along paths that inspire uncommon choices, offer 
faith-based perspectives, re-order life-priorities and relocate relationships through:

• Prayer-full dialogue – listening with undivided attention
• Prophetic living – responding with compassion to global injustice
• Friendships on the edge – solidarity with people at society’s margins 
• Witnessing Justice – the legacy of people who struggle to live with integrity.

J-Walking (“jaywalking”) means… going against the flow… choosing 
unconventional paths… crossing social boundaries… entering into “unlikely” 
relationships… and gaining insightful perspectives through encounters, 

JustFaith Ministries 
announces a 
“prophet-raising”
process for high school 
juniors and seniors
called…

This three to six-month experiment in Gospel living forms small communities of 
older teens and adults who dialogue and reflect on the implications of Catholic 
social teaching.

Imagine walking in the footsteps of Jesus today. Where would 
we go, who would we know and how would we grow? 

J-Walking leads young people along paths that inspire uncommon choices, offer 
faith-based perspectives, re-order life-priorities and relocate relationships through:

•
•
•
•

JustFaith works in partnership with: Catholic Campaign for Human Development • Catholic Charities USA • Catholic Relief  Services

For more information on JusticeWalking and JustFaith contact Joe Grant 
at joe@justfaith.org  •  502-584-5977  •  www.justfaith.org

Im
agi

ne what would happen to us

if we really tried to live the Gospel!

Micah House at 589-5393 or Owen Sweeney at 334-7607


